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clients' requirements. From size, shape and 
color, to style, finish, and accessories – whatever 
combination you choose, Megrame windows 
meet the highest specifications and are built to 
last a lifetime.

All of our products are made-to-order to meet 

Megrame Export Product Range:

Timber
- Timber Windows & Doors;
- Timber - Aluminium Windows & Doors;
- Timber - Aluminium Curtain Walling;

Aluminium
- Aluminium Windows & Doors;
- Aluminium Curtain Walling;
- Unitised Curtain Walling;
- Double Skin Curtain Walling;
- SSG Curtain Walling;

uPVC
- uPVC tilt & turn windows, terrace doors;
- uPVC sliding doors, entrance doors;
- uPVC outward opening windows.

Megrame group is the biggest manufacturer in 
the Baltic Countries delivering a full range of 
highest quality Glazing Solutions from timber 
aluminium, uPVC for Construction Industry. 
The team of highly qualified professionals of 
Megrame Export will offer individual solutions 
for every project - from large commercial 
developments to individual home renovations. 
Megrame Export specializes in the design, 
supply and installation of high quality windows, 
doors and curtain walls.

Megrame Export offers innovative one-stop 
design, supply, installation and after sales 
service for both client and contractor. Order 
processing and production are centralized what 
ensures efficient and flexible customer service 
and expeditious response to changes in customer 
needs and requirements.
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MEGRAME entry doors allow you to turn your wide range of glazed and panelled timber and alu-
personal vision into reality, opening the world of clad doors.
possibilities, where design options are endless. The flush doors have more design possibilities 
We offer two types of entrance doors – classic and than classic doors – the styles vary from modern 
flush doors. All our doors are supplied as to classic. They are especialy firm, stable, 
complete door sets, with or without ironmongery, resistant to climate effects. The flush doors will 
and factory finished. Our high quality external not warp or deform because of their special 
doors are ther-mally efficient, attractively construction. This is very important when the 
designed, low maintenance. We also supply a doors are opening directly into the living space.

Advantages of flush door construction

Both outside covering layers of the 
door panel are covered with five 
layers of moisture resistant, 
laminated veneer.

Stable inner laminated timber cores 
do not allow door deformation.

The polyurethane foam core 
construction ensures exceptional 
thermal performance and sound 
insulation.

A steel sash stabilisation system is 
integrated into the door panel 
through the whole perimeter of the 
blank and in ensures the reliability 
and it stability of the doors.

Four-sided hardwood frames 
surround the door panel making it 
exceptionally reliable and durable. 
The hardwood protects the hinge 
and lock systems mounted in the 
door blank, offering a secure 
fastening location for the hardware.

The highest quality 100% silicone 
gaskets are elastic, resistant to 
temperature fluctuations and ensure 
especially good tightness and heat 
and noise insulation.

The new aluminium threshold has a 
special plastic insert that insulates 
against the cold and increases 
stability. The combination of hard 
plastic and aluminium ensures the 
durability of the threshold.

2U=1.2 W/m K

Change variance detected (mm) Diagonal             Height              Width             Plane

2 mm               2 mm             1 mm             0.2 mm

Temperature and humidity differs from the outside door panel. The panel is constructed in a special 
and the inside and this usually causes the way and such doors do not deform nor are they 
deformation of wooden entrance doors and makes affected  by differences in exterior and interior 
them difficult to close. It also affects heat and noise  temperatures.
isolation and causes deterioration in the level of Because of a special construction exceptional 
safety. The new MEGRAME entrance doors with thermal performance and sound isolation will stay 
an unframed sash are made from a special wooden the same as the fi rst day.

Environmental conditions from both the outside and the inside affect entry doors

Door panels used by MEGRAME  
meet the European requirements of 
the hig  hest tolerance class 4 of DIN 
EN 1530 standard. This is confirmed 
by tests carried out by independent 
laboratories. Three tests were 
conducted – the door panel was left 
for diffeerent periods of time in 
different exterior and interior 
humidity and temperature conditions. 
After all three tests only minimal 
warping of door panes was detected.
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DESIGNS OF FLUSH DOORS

Please find below 
the different 
designs of entry 
doors with an 
unframed sash as 
manufactured by 
MEGRAME.

You can choose 
not just the shape 
of the doors but 
the color also.

You may also 
choose the glass 
texture and the 
hardware.

We will be pleased 
to work to your 
design.
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Standard sizes of entry 
doors with an unframed 
sash:

- height from 2015 mm
                   to 2280 mm

- width from    975 mm
                   to 1120 mm

We can also make non-
standard size doors upon 
request.
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DESIGNS OF FLUSH DOORS
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DESIGNS OF FLUSH DOORS
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MEGRAME Classic entrance doors are not affected by climate changes, door panels are resistant to 
deformation and cracking, the doors have very good thermal and acoustic characteristics. The main 
advantage of the classic doors is the price – they are almost half the price of the flush doors but they are 
also resistant to temperature changes and have very good thermal and acoustic characteristics.

We recommend classic doors in houses where there is no direct contact between the outside and the 
living area.
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9 mm outer laminated moisture 
resistant veneer layers. The panel 
does not crack or deform

An 16 mm polyurethane core 
isolation foam middle layer 
ensures good heat and noise 
isolation.

An integrated vapour isolation 
aluminum foil layer protect from 
a negative vapuor effect ap-
pearing because of the interior 
and exterior temperature dif-
ferences.

The timber is laminated using 
special technology - laminated 
timber peaces press profile in two 
different directions, thus anhan-
cing the stability of the door 
frame. The sash is also therefore 
prevented from deformation.

The highest quality gaskets - 
100% silicone, elastic, resistant to 
temperature variations - ensure 
especially good tight-ness and 
beat and noise isolation.

The new aluminum threshold has 
a special plastic insert. The plastic 
insert stops the cold and increases 
stability. The combination of hard 
plastic and aluminum ensures the 
durability of the threshold.
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Advantages classic door construction

DESIGN OF CLASSIC ENTRY DOORS
Once you have chosen your 
design, you may then choose 
the color of the finish or a 
combination of colors if you 
wish, you may decide to opt 
for obscure glass and you 
may choose your hardware.
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DESIGN OF CLASSIC ENTRY DOORS

Standard sizes of clasic 
entry doors:

- height max 2500 mm

- width max 1100 mm
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We can also make non-standard size doors upon request.
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When combined with our Energy saving glass, the 
Obscure glass is used as the outer layer of the double 
glazed unit. When combined with our Solar glass the 
Obscure glass is used as the inner layer.

You can choose not only the shape and the style of your 
windows and doors but also the glass texture - obscure glass 
patterns give you both privacy and beauty whilst still 
allowing light into your home. We can produce reliable 
glass units from any of our available obscure glass samples.

OBSCURE GLASS

* Thickness of obscure glass 4 mm.

Type Nr.1 Type Nr.2 Type Nr.3 Type Nr.4

Type Nr.5 Type Nr.6 Type Nr.7 Type Nr.8

Type Nr.9 Type Nr.10 Type Nr.11
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SAFETY glass reduces the risk of personal injuries. 
Our SAFETY glass units can be made of toughened 
and laminated glass.

Laminated safety glass is produced by putting a 
thin layer of flexible clear plastic film 
polyvinylbutyral (PVB) between two or more pieces 
of glass. The plastic film holds the glass in place 
when the glass breaks, helping to lessen injuries 
from flying glass. The film also can stretch, yet the 
glass still sticks to it. It is also quite difficult to 
penetrate laminated safety glass, compared to 
normal window pane glass.

Toughened safety glass is a single piece of glass 
that gets tempered using a process that heats, then 
quickly cools the glass to harden it. The tempering 
process increases the strength of the glass from 5 to 
10 times that of untempered glass. Tempered safety 
glass breaks differently than regular clear glass. 
When tempered safety glass is struck it does not 
break into sharp jagged pieces of shrapnel like glass 
as normal window panes or mirrors do. Instead, it 
breaks into little pebble-like pieces, without sharp 
edges.

For best use of SAFETY glass we recommend  a 
combination of the two types: tempered on the 
outside and laminated on the inside.

SAFETY GLASS UNITS

A range of fire-resistant glass types is available 
offering increasing levels of protection, which is 
measured in defined time periods (30, 60, 90, 120 
and 180 minutes) and in terms of Integrity and 
Insulation or Integrity only as designated by the 
European Standards.

Texture armed glass
Armed glass was designed to prevent fire from 
spreading. When glazed in an appropriate frame, it 
encloses flames, smoke and hazardous gases. It also 
offers some resistance against acciedental human 
impact.

Clear-armed glass
Use of a wire mesh enhances the fire resistance of 
the glass. In contrast to normal glass, the fragments 
og glass are kept together by the wire mesh, thus 
protecting the unexposed side from flames, smoke 
and combustion gases.

FIRE RESISTANT GLASS UNITS
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SAFETY LOCKS MEGRAME offers variuos G-U (Germany) protective door locks.

GU-SECURY AUTOMATIC protective door locks

GU-SECURY SB-2 protective door locks
with multi point fixing system

GU-SECURY AUTOMATIC protective door locks with 
automatic multi point fixed lock. This lock is very resistant 
to a break-in.

- When the doors are closed 2 lock’s latches pop-up and 
block in the final position.

- Triple locking. There are 2 additional latches working in 
conjunction with the main latch.

- By turning the door handle from inside, the lock’s latch and 
the main lock will open. The main lock’s plug will unlock by 
one turn of the key.

- Everything  is unlocked by a key from outside.

- The distance between the handle and the cylinder is 92 mm.

- Locks may be either left-handed ar right-handed.

- The locks latch sticks at 20 mm.

- Triple locking. There are 2 additional latches working in 
conjunction with the main latch.

- By turning the door handle from inside, the lock’s latch and 
the main lock will open. The main lock’s plug will unlock by 
one turn of the key.

- Everything  is unlocked by a key from outside.

- The distance between the handle and the cylinder is 92 mm.

- Locks may be either left-handed ar right-handed.
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SAFETY HINGESMEGRAME entrance doors protected with high security door locks invrease the security of 
your family and your property.

- The lock’s latch stocks at 20 mm.
- Triple locking. There are 2 additional 
latches.
- By turning the door handle from inside 
the lock’s latch and the main lock will 
open. The main lock’s plug will unlock by 
one turn of the key.

- Everything is unlocked by a key from 
outside.
- The distance between the handle and the 
cylinder is 92 mm.
- The lock panel width is 20 mm.
- Locks may be either left-handed or 
right-handed.

G-U ECONOMY locks for inside doors

In addition we can offer:

- The German BKS GENERAL 
KEY system. With this system 
you can unloc all the doors of 
your house with one key.

- Electromagnetic latches.

Safety hinges will allow your 
doors to open and close very 
quietly and they will also protect 
your home.

We advise using adjustable 
SIMONS-WERK hinges 
(Germany).

Every hinge can hold 100 kg 
weight!

- Safety.
- Ensure a high level of security
- Teflon liner ensures that the 
doors open quietly and also that 
the hinges will last for many 
years.
- Easy to adjust.
- Wide range of finishes.

BKS GENERAL KEY SYSTEM

SIMONS-WERK SAFETY HINGES

SIMONS-WERK adjustable hinges:
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SPECIAL ORDER

DOOR HANDLES

Once the 
design of the 
door and the 
colour has 
been finalised 
it is time to 
choose the 
handles, 
produced by 
the renowned 
German 
companies
G-U, HOPPE 
and FSB.
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Colour:

MEGRAME manufactures factory finished drying finish with a long-term UV protection.
fully functional and high quality timber 
products that have the convenience and A wide variety of paints and lacquers are 
durability provided by modern finishing available to meet our customers requirements. 
technology with the excellence produced by All of our paints and lacquers are 
highly skilled craftsmen. environmentally friendly, ecologically clean 

and harmless to the environment. These 
The quality finish of MEGRAME timber finishes were chosen for their ability to show 
windows is obtained using highest quality the warmth and beauty of the quality timber 
ecological water-based paints and stains. used to make our products and protect the 
The finishing coat is elastic and moves with the environment for future generations.
wood as well as lets the wood breathe. It is 
water soluble, moisture resistant and fast 

Available combinations of window colour: - lacquer both sides; 

- lacquer one side and RAL colour other side;

- RAL colour both sides; 

- different RAL colours on each side.

FINISHING

MEGRAME manufactures timber windows, Three layers are used because this technology 
curtain wall, balcony and entrance doors using prevents the window frame from warping and 
only the Euro 68 highest quality knot free increases the lifetime of the windows. The 
timber with a moisture content of 12% ± 2. The outer layers are radial or half- radial cut and this 
pine wood used to manufacture our pro ducts method protects window surfaces from wood 
consists of minimum 60% heartwood from splitting.
sustainable forests in North Scandinavia where 
the trees grow slowly and naturally and no All of these timbers have proven to be 
fertilisers are used. extremely stable over time and will deliver 
We use only laminated triple-layer wood. years of trouble free service.   

- timber other species of traditional 
(eucalyptus, larch) or exotic (hemlock, 
oregon, white saraya) timber.

- pine (finger-joint or solid);

- oak;

- meranti;

- mahogany;

TIMBER WINDOW QUALITY

Species of wood available:
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